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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Let 9, denote the real Euclidean n-dimensional space and let W+ 
denote the real interval 0 < t < 03. WC shall consider here systems of real 
differential equations of the form 
a? f AX + G(x) + H(X) = P(t, X, k, x), (1.1.1) 
where X E.% n, A is a constant n x n matrix, and G : .%‘,, -g,, , 
H:St,,+g,,, P : 97 x A?,, x S?,, x .%n -A!,, are such that, for any 
X,, , Y, , 2, E W, , there is a uniquely defined solution X : X(t, X0, Y,, , 2,) 
of (I .l.l), continuous in t, X0, Y,, , Z, , satisfying the condition X(0) = X,, , 
-‘i(O) = Y,, , 8(O) = Z,, . The dots here, as elsewhere, stand for differentia- 
tion with respect to the independent variable t. The equation is the vector 
version for the system of real third order differential equations 
n 
.Yi I- c cq,f, +‘g& )..., in) + /Z&~ ,..., x,) 
k=l 
= pi(t, x1 ,... , .r, ) 3, ,..., z& , il , . ..) .q (i = 1, 2 ,..., n), 
in which the cuik’s are constants. We shall assume as basic throughout what 
follows that G and Hare both of class C’ in W, . 
In the case n = 1 a number of boundedness and stability results have 
been established by Barbasin [I], Pliss [2], Ogurcov [3], [4], Ezeilo [5], [a, [8] 
and others for a number of various third order equations subject to condi- 
tions which are generalizations of the well-known Routh-Hurwitz conditions: 
a > 0, c > 0, cyb-c>o (1.1.2) 
for the stability of the trivial solution of the linear differential equation 
~++++bJi+ccx=O 
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with constant coefficients. ‘I’he object of the present paper is to extend these 
results to the equation (1.1.1) for arbitrary 11. 
It should be pointed out, though, that the boundedness result considered 
here is of the type in which the bounding constant depends on the solution 
in question. Attempts to obtain the stronger type of boundedness, in which 
all solutions of (1.1.1) are bounded by the same fixed constant, have not 
been successful except only for the special equation 
.Y r ‘4X I- B.f ‘- H(X) -.= qt, A-, -i-, Z), (1.1.4) 
in which B is also a constant r/ x n matrix. Further preliminary investigation 
of this special equation has revealed that there are also other results, such as 
the existence of periodic solutions, which can be proved for (1. I .4), but which 
will be quite difficult to establish for the more general (I. 1.1). Because of 
this rather special nature of (1.1.4) an a so ecause of the somewhat excessive d 1 b 
lengths of the proofs of the various results for (I. 1.4), the treatment of (1. I .4) 
will be deferred to a separate paper where these other properties peculiar 
to (I. 1.4) will be investigated. 
The possibility has also been explored of extending our results to the more 
general situation in which the matrix A in (1.1.1) is not necessarily constant; 
but the only results which have so far emerged require differentiability 
conditions on A which appear rather excessive especially when compared 
with analogous results obtained for the l-dimensional case in [3], [4], [6], [9]. 
Investigation of this general case is however continuing. 
1.2. Preliminary remarks on notation and definitions. In what follows 
capital letters A, B, D, E: ,... with or without suffixes, arc used for vectors in 
%‘n as well as for matrices. The components of a vector in ti,, will always be 
designated by the corresponding lower case letter in n places with suffixes 
running from I to n; thus, for example, a vector F E %‘n will be taken to have 
components (fi , f2 ,...,fn). Greek letters, with or without suffixes, will bc 
reserved exclusively for real numbers. 
The symbol (X, Y> corresponding to any pair X, Y of vectors in ti,, 
stands for the usual scalar product 1T-i xiyi in BX . The Euclidean length in 
%‘,, will be denoted by ,I . Ii; so that, in particular ‘1 X iI2 :-= (X, X> for 
arbitrary X E Bn . 
Finally since the entries in some of the matrices which will appear in 
the sequel may be functions of a variable vector in M, , it is important to 
distinguish between a matrix D which satisfies merely 
(DX, X) > 0 for all nonzero x E .%,, 
and a matrix D for which there is a constant 6 > 0 such that 
(DX, X) > S ‘1 X 11~ 
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for all X E L+??~ . Matrices D of the former type are referred to in the sequel 
as beingpositive dejnite, while those of the latter type are referred to as being 
strictly positive dejbite. 
1.3. Statement of the results. Throughout the sequel J*(X), Jo(Y) are 
the Jacobian matrices (Shi/axj), (agi/Qj) corresponding to the vector func- 
tions H(X), C(Y), respectively. 
Our first result is a generalization of the one-dimensional stability theo- 
rem [l ; Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 1. Given the differential equation 
8 + Ax -+ G(x) + H(X) = 0, (1.3.1) 
suppose that G(0) = 0 = H(0). Suppose aZso that, for arbitrary vectors X, X’, 
Yin9,, 
(i) the matrices A, J,,(X), Jo(Y) are all symmetric and A commutes with 
JAW, 
(ii) A is positive definite, Jh(X) positive definite and J,(Y) strictly positive 
definite, 
(iii) A],(Y) -- Jh(X) is positive definite, 
(iv) the product matrix 
{AlA Y> - X(X>> I;‘( Y) Id-V 
is strictly positive definite. 
Then evwy solution X(t) of (1.3.1) sattijes 
II x(t) II -+ 0, Ij x(t) II-0 and IIW) II-+0 as t-00. 
(1.3.2) 
Observe that, when specialized to the (scalar) equation (1.1.3) the condi- 
tions of the above theorem would be fully met if the Routh-Hurwitz con- 
ditions (1.1.2) are fulfilled. 
We turn now to the case when P is not necessarily identically zero in 
(1.1 .I). Our treatment here is motivated by a previous boundedness theorem 
[5]. We shall prove: 
THEOREM 2. Assume, given the equation (Z.I.I), that G(0) = 0 = H(0) 
and that the matrix A us well as the Jacob& matrices lb(Y), J*(X) are all 
symmetric. Let 6, denote the least e&nvaZue of A and let A( J,( Y)), &( J&X)) 
(i = 1, 2,..., n) denote the eigenvulues of J,( Y), J*(X) respectively. Suppose also 
that, for arbitrary X, X’, Y, 2 in B,, , 
(i) J,(Y) commutes with J,,(X) and Jh(X’) commutes with J*(X), 
(ii) 6, s 0 and 
hi(j,( Y)) ;; 6, ;-, 0, s, :;I? /q/,#(.Y)) 2 6, ‘> 0 (i .-- 1,2 )...()I), (1.3.3) 
where 6, , 6, , 6, ure constants and 
s,s,, ;i s., . (1.3.4) 
(iii) The vector P(t, X, Y, Z) satisfies 
,I P(t, X, Y, 2) j; < e,(t) + d,(t) (‘i Y I(* t (/ 2 ‘;‘)i‘ + S,(i: Y I!* $ /I 2 112)A, 
(1.3.5) 
for all t > 0, umformly in X, Y and Z, where 01(0 < N < 1) and 6, > 0 
are constants, and the functions 0,(t), 0*(t) are continuous in t. 
Then there exists a constant A 0 > 0, whose magnitude depends only on 6, , 
6, and 6,) such that sfS,, < A, then the solution X(t) of (I.l.lj, with 
X(0) = X” , 2(O) = Y, , X(0) := z. , (1.3.6) 
sat isjies 
II X(t) ‘I < A,@(t), II -g(t) !i < A,@(t), ‘I x(t) I! < A,@(t), (t > 0), 
(1.3.7) 
where A, > 0 is a constant whose magnitude depends on X,, , Y,, , Z, , A, 6, ,6, , 
and 6, only, and 
Q(t) = ]I -1 1: [O/(T) + $(‘-“‘-+)I d$‘“, 
K here being any constant in the range 1 < K < 2. 
Attention ought to be drawn to the absence of a term in jl X 11 on the 
right hand side of (1.3.5). It would indeed have been much more interesting 
to have the boundedness result with the condition: 
q qt, x, Y, z) ;I < e, -I- e,(I’ x iI* - !j Y :I* + 1; z 112p 
+ 6,(ll x II2 1- II Y Ii2 7’ I z II*)’ 
in place of (1.3.5). However every effort to accomplish this has so far failed 
except only in the case of the equation (1.1.4). 
From the above theorem we have the boundedness result: 
COROLLARY. Suppose further to aN the conditions of Theorem 2 that S, < A,, 
and that 
I 
me;(t)dt < m, 
0 
J?p=qt) f f t  < 03 
0 
for some constant K in the range 1 < K < 2. 
(1.3.8) 
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Then every solution X(t) of (1.1.1) determined by the initial conditions 
(1.3.6) satisfies 
II X(t) II < A, 3 II J+, II d A,, II &t, II Q 4 > t 20, 
where A, is a constant whose magnitude depends on A, 6, , 6, , 6, as well as on 
X0, Y, and 2,. 
With the stronger conditions: 
y>y ei(t) < O3 and i 
?J(t) dt < 00 (i = 1,2), (1.3.9) 
0 
on 0, , 0a it is possible to prove much more. We shall show here, for in- 
stance, in generalization of [8; Theorem 11, that 
THEOREM 3. If, further to all the conditions of Theorem 2, the fun&m 
O,(t), f&(t) satisfy (1.3.9), then, provided that So < A,, ewery solution X(t) 
of (1.1.1) satisjies 
II X(t) II2 + II Jfi(t> Ii2 + II x(t) 112+ 0 as t-+oO. 
This extends further the result given earlier in Theorem 1, although our 
conditions on Jh in Theorem 3 are stronger than the corresponding conditions 
in Theorem 1. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
2.1. Some preliminaries. It will be convenient here to consider not the 
equation (1.3.1) itself, but rather the system 
k = Y, L = z, .&-AZ-G(Y)--(X) (2.1.1) 
derived from it by setting Y = X, Z = Y. To prove the theorem it will be 
shown that, subject to the stated conditions on A, G, and H, every solution 
(X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) of (2.1.1) satisfies 
Ii x(t) II -+ 0, 1; Y(t) /I + 0, II Z(t) I’ + 0 as t+oo. 
Our main tool here is the function Q = Q(X, Y, Z), adapted from the 
Lyapunov function in [l] and defined, for arbitrary X, Y, Z in a,, , by 
Q = 4 II Z + AY II2 + j-’ (G(uY), Y) do + (Y, H(X)) 
0 
+ r’ (AH(uX), X) da. 
‘0 
(2.1.2) 
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Two properties of Q will be especially useful. The first is that 
LEMMA 1. Subject to the conditions of Theorem I, there is a constant 
6, > 0 such that 
Q(X, Y, 2) > 4 /I Z -;- AY ,I* -7 6, 11 X ((* (2.1.3) 
for arbitrary X, Y, Z in .9$ . 
PROOF. It clearly suffices to show that the three last terms in (2.1.2) 
satisfy the inequality: 
Ql = 1’ (G(uY), Y) do + (Y, H(X)) + 1’ (AH(d), X) da 2 6, II X [I*, 
0 0 
(2.1.4) 
for some constant 6, > 0. 
We shall make use of the results: 
G(Y) = j' J,hY> Y&l (2.1.5) 
0 
AH(X) = j’ A],,(u,X) X da, (2.1.6) 
0 
for arbitrary vectors X, Y in 9?,, , both of which follow from integrating the 
equalities: 
-& Gh Y> = l&l Y> Y, 
1 
-& AH(u,X) = AJ*(u,X) X 
1 
with respect to or and then using the fact that G(0) = 0 = AH(O). By (2.1.5), 
j' (G(uY, Y> do = j:j: u1Uo(v2Y) Y, V do, do, - 
0 
Thus, since the second term on the left hand side of (2.1.4) may also be 
written as 
’ 2 
II 
l ul( Y, H(X)) 4 4 , 
0 0 
the first two terms in 52, can be combined as follows: 
I l (G(uY>, Y> do + <Y, H(X)) 0 
l = II 1~1{<lo(wJ2yY) y, > + xy, ww) hl doz * (2.1.7) 0 0 
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Since J#(Y) is assumed symmetric and strictly positive definite it obviously 
has a square root Jj/’ which is symmetric and nonsingular for all Y E LA?,, . 
With the help of this J, “a the expression inside the curly brackets in (2.1.7) 
can be rearranged thus: 
(JgY, Y) + 2(Y, H(X)) = I( J;‘2Y + J;1’2Y II2 - II J;1’2H(X) 112, (2.1.8) 
where J, here stands for I,( a,02Y). The last term in (2.1.8) can be very 
readily expressed as an integral. Indeed, since J;1’2 is symmetric we have that 
& (J;“2H(u2x), J,-“2H(u2x)) = 2(J,-““H(C3x), J,-l’“J*(u2X) X) 
= W*(%3x) J2wJJ), Jo, 
where we have also used the fact that Jh is symmetric. Then, by integrating 
both sides from ua = 0 to a, = 1 and using the fact that H(0) == 0, we arrive 
at the desired integral representation: 
II J;“‘W> II2 = 2 j: (J&d) J371u2Y) fOu,Xh -0 h, . 
From this and from (2.1.7) and (2.1.8) there follows the inequality 
Q, >, 
I 
’ (AH(uX), X) do 
0 
1 1 
J-J-1 
1 
-2 q(Jt,(d) J37,u,Y) Wu2X), X> dul h2 du2 - 
0 0 0 
We could have written the first integral on the right-hand side of this in- 
equality in the form: 
j' <AH(oX), X> da = 2 j’l’j’ u,(AH(u,X), X) dur do, do, , 
0 0 0 0 
so that our inequality for R, may also be put in the form 
1 1 1 
Q, 2 2 J-SI o o o u,<{A - Jk& J3-7,u2Y)> W~2-9 W du, *2 do, 
= 2 j;,: j;,: UP&A - Irk-V J3vY) Jdw,X) X, X> 
x dq do, du2 dq , (2.1.9) 
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the last step here being made possible by virtue of the fact, implicit in (2.1.6), 
that 
/1(0,x) :-= j: u3J,~(u2u4~Y) X do, . 
Now, according to hypothesis (iv) of ‘I’hcorem 1, the matrix 
is strictly positive definite. Hence there is a constant 6* > 0 such that 
w - A&3X) L’( v2Y)) Jh(vJ) X, 10 > s* il X ;I’, 
and therefore, from (2. I .9), 
This proves (2.1.4), and the lemma follows at once. 
We have next 
LEMMA 2. Let (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) be any solution of (2.1.1). Then subject 
to the conditions in Theorem I, the function f2(t) = l&X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) satisjes 
the inequalities 
ti < 0 for all t>O (2.1.10) 
h<O ;f y(t) # 0. (2.1.1 I) 
PROOF. We shall tackle the differentiation of the various terms in Q(t) 
(see (2.1.2)) individually. 
Since Y = k, 2 = I’ and 2 = - (AZ + G(Y) r H(X)), it is clear that 
; $11 Z + AY II2 = (2 -+ AY, - G(Y) -- H(X)) 
$ <y, f&v) = C-K fv4 + (Y, I@7 y>- 
As for the term in Q(t) corresponding to the first integral in (2.1.2) we have 
obviously that 
d ’ 
- j (G(oY), Y) do = I’u(J,(uY) Z, Y) da f I1 (G(uY), Z) do. 
dt 0 0 0 
(2.1.12) 
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But, J,, being symmetric, 
so that, 
i 
1 
,(J,,(uY) 2, Y) do = -’ u(Jg(uY) Y, Z) do 
0 J 0 
--.: J -:, u 1 (G(uY), 2) do 
= U(G(UY), 2)]l - j’ (G(uY), Z> da 
0 0 
= (G(Y), Z) - j’ (G(uY), 2) do. 
0 
This result combines readily with (2.1.12) to yield: 
$ I’ (G(uY), Y) do = (G(Y), Z). 
0 
In the same way it can be verified, as a result of the assumption that A, fh 
commute and are symmetric, that 
$ j1 (AH(uX), X) do = (AH(X), Y) 
0 
= (AY, H(X)). 
From these estimates for the derivatives of the various terms in Q(t) we 
obtain, quite readily, that 
i2 = - (AG( Y) - J*(X) Y, Y). 
By using the same arguments as were used for the proof of (2.1.6) it can be 
shown that 
AG( Y) 7 j’ AJ,(uY) Y da; 
0 
and with this representation for AG( Y) the estimate for Q may be put in the 
form: 
b = - j’ ({AI, - J*(X)) Y, Y) do. 
0 
(2.1.13) 
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Sow, according to hypothesis (iii) of ‘I’hcorem I, 
((.4],(oY) --. JIt(.Y)j 1, I.‘\ -2 0 if Y + 0; 
and thus (2.1.10) and (2.1.1 I) follow at oncr from (2.1.13). 
2.2 Harf trajectories of (2.1.1) in the space .%‘,, x S’,, x 9, . Consider the 
product space 9,, x 9,,, x 9n as a metric space with the metric p defined, 
for Q, :: (X, , Ye , Z,) and Q, = (X, , Yz , Z,) in this space, by 
,(Ql ,Q?) = 1’ A-, - X, ’ -:- 1 E; Y2 :! .:- 1 Z, -- Z, !)a 
ijecause of the existence and uniqueness conditions placed on (I .l.l) the 
solutions of (2.1.1) d e fi ne a one parameter group 7(Q, 1) of transformations 
of points Q of :Xn x W, x %‘,,, into itself satisfying the usual conditions 
(see [l2]) of a dynamical system, namely: (I) .F(Q, 0) : Q, (II) F(Q) t) is 
continuous in the pair of variables Q and t, (III) 
.T(.F(Q, t,), t2) =- .T(Q, t, L &)a 
The set of points 
{T(Q, t) 10 < t < co) 
for fixed Q E 9& x S?,, x 9,, constitutes what will be referred to in the 
sequel as the positiwe half trajectory of (2. I. 1) issuing from the point Q. Whole 
and negative half trajectories can be similarly defined but we shall not require 
them here. Next, following standard practice, a point Q E .9& x R,, X gn 
will be called an w-limit point of a half trajectory (Q, f) of (2.1.1) if a sequence 
0 < t, < t, < ..* < t, < ... , with t, + cc as n-+al, 
can be found such that r(Q, t,J -Q as n ---+ CC. 
The following properties of ti,-limit points of half trajectories of (2.1.1) 
will be especially useful in our proof of Theorem 1. 
IJ~~Mf3 3. I f  a positive half trajectory of (2.1. I) is confined to a bounded 
portion of the space 99, x 9, x B’,, then the set of its w-limit points is non- 
empty. 
LEMMA 4. The set of all w-limit points of a positive half trajectory of 
(2.1.1) is an invariant set. 
Since we shall be concerned only with the half t-interval (0, CO) the term 
‘invariant’ as applied to a set, Z say, in 9?,, x S?,, x .9,, is to be interpreted 
here to mean that a positive half trajectory issuing from any point in Z 
remains within 27. 
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The lemmas themselves are restatements of some conclusions proved in 
[12] for general dynamical systems. Their detailed proofs here will therefore 
be omitted. 
2.3. Actual proof of Theorem 1. Assume now all the conditions of Theo- 
rem 1. Let (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) b e a solution of (2.1.1) satisfying the initial 
conditions 
X(O) = x0 9 Y(O) = yo , Z(0) = z, 
with X0, Y,, , Z,, quite arbitrary. Denote by r the positive half trajectory 
in &?n x 9& x 9, corresponding to this solution. 
Considered the function Q(t) = Q(X(t), Y(r), Z(t)), where Q is the func- 
tion (2.1.2). By (2.1.3) Q(t) is non-negative, and by (2.1.10) it is nonincreasing 
in t. Hence Q(t) tends to a limit, Q, say, as t + 00. It suffices now to show that 
Q, =o; (2.3.1) 
for then we shall have from (2.1.3) that 
II X(t) II-+ 0 and II Z(t) t AY(t) II-+0 as t+cO. 
By taking equation Y = Z relating Y to Z in the form 
Y=-AY+(Z+AY), 
one obtains readily that 
Y(t) = e-fAYo + j’ e-(I-‘)“{Z(T) + AY(T)} &; (2.3.2) 
0 
and, A being assumed positive definite, it is clear from this that if 
11 Z(t) + AY(t) II--+ 0 as t + cc then I] Y(t) Ii -+ 0 and hence also II Z(t) II -F 0, 
as t --+ co. Thus (2.3.1) implies, all at once, that 
II X(t) II --+ 0, !i Y(t) II + 0 and II4q IL-+& as t-co, 
which is (1.3.2). 
As a first step in the proof of (2.3.1) we shall show that our half trajectory r 
is confined to a bounded portion of the space 9?,, x 9l?,, x S,, . This result 
is a direct consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2. Indeed, by (2.1.10), we have that 
Q(t) < J2, = qx, ) Y, , Z,), ’ t 2 0. 
By (2.1.3) this implies that 
II x(t) II2 d QOC II z(t) + AV) II < (2-Qo>“2, t > 0. (2.3.3) 
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Again since A is assumed positive definite, a consideration of the equation 
(2.3.2) along side with boundcdness of 11 Z(f) -- .+Y(t) 1; in (2.3.3) yields 
first the boundcdness of ‘, I’(t) ’ and then also that of ‘1 Z(l) ;, , for all r 3 0. 
IIcnce the half trajectory f  is confined to a bounded portion of the space 
./A,, : ’ an x S,, , as asserted. by Lemma 3 this implies that f  has w-limit 
points, and since .c?(S, 1, Z) is a continuous function of the variable point 
(-y, Y, Z) ~3, :( ~9~ :< 9’,, any such w-limit point, (X*, Y*, Z*) say, of I’ 
must satisfy 
qx*, y*, Z”) = n, . (2.3.4) 
‘1’0 continue now with our proof of (2.3.1), let Q = (Xo , Yo , Zo) be 
any limit point of r and let (X*(t), Y*(t), Z*(t)) be the solution of (2.1.1) 
satisfying the initial conditions 
x*(o) = x0, Y*(o) = Yo , z*(o) = 2, . 
According to Lemma 4 every point (X*(t), Y*(t), Z*(t)), for each t > 0, 
is a limit point of r, and hence, by (2.3.4), 
so that 
@x*(t), r*(t), z*(t)) = a& (t 2 4, 
2 Q(x*(t>, Y*(t), z*(t)) 55 0 (t > 0). 
But, by Lemma 2, this can only hold if Y* = 0 (t > 0); and thus we have 
also that Z*(t) -7 p*(t) = 0, z* + 0 for all t > 0. Since 
,2?* = - A%* - G(Y*) - H(X*) 
and since G(0) -= 0 it follows also that H(X*) = 0, or, by (2.1.6) with 
.-Z = identity, that 
i 
l J/,(0X*) X* da = 0. (2.3.5) 
0 
Since Jr,(X) is assumed positive definite for all X E :%‘n , (2.3.5) clearly holds 
if and only if X* = 0. 
We have therefore that X* : Y * -= Z* z 0 for t > 0, and thus 
l*., = V(0, 0,O) = 0. This completes the verification of the Theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
3.1. Some algebraic preliminaries. We shall require here the following 
two algebraic results: 
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LEMMA 5. Let D be a real symmetric n x n matrix. Then, for any X E .%n , 
X I X II2 < (DX, X) < A 1 X i12, (3.1.1) 
where X and A are the least andgreatest eigenvalues, respectively, of D. 
This lemma is quite a standard one (see, for example, [IO; p. 388]), and 
its proof will bc omitted. 
Next we have 
LEMMA 6. Zf the real symmetric matrices D, E commute then the e@en- 
values X,(DE) (i = I, 2,..., n) of the product DE are all real and satisfy 
where h,(D) (j = I, 2 ,..., n) and h,(E) (k = I, 2 ,..., n) are the eigenvalues of D 
and E, respectively. 
PROOF. Essentially the same result has been given in a previous paper [7] 
though only for the case when the matrices in question are both positive 
definite. The proof given here, however, uses the same arguments as in [7]. 
That each hi(DE) IS real is immediate from the fact that DE is symmetric 
since D and 15 commute and are symmetric. 
To prove (3.1.2) we note that, since D and E commute and are symmetric, 
there exists necessarily (see, for example [13; p. 2131 a nonsingular matrix N 
such that 
N-l DN : diag (h,(D), X,(D),..., h(D)) 
N-l BV = diag (Al(E), &(E) ,..., &(E)). 
From this it is clear that DE is similar to the matrix 
diag (4(D) 4(E), h(D) h.(E),..., k(D) ME)). 
Hence every &(DS) is of the form h,(U) h,(E) for some j, k (1 < j, k < n) 
and the result (3.1.2) follows. 
3.2. A function Y L Y(X, Y, 2) and its properties. Assume henceforth 
that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold; and let 6 > 0 in what follows be 
a constant which is fixed, as is possible in view of (1.3.4), so that 
6g > 8 > 8;‘. 
Our main tool for the proof of Theorem 2 is the function 
(3.2.1) 
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(the real line) adapted from the Lyapunov function in [6] and defined, for 
arbitrary X, I’, 2 in B?, , by 
2Y = 2 j1 (H(~x), X> do j S j11.Z I12 -! 2 
0 J 
*I (G(oY), Y> do{ 
0 
1. 2( Y, 2) A- 26( Y, H(X)) + (AY, Y). 
(3.2.2) 
One property of Y which will be particularly useful in the proof is the fol- 
lowing: 
LEMMA 7. There is a constant 6, > 0 such that 
Y(X, Y, 2) 3 a,{[; x II2 + II Y I;* f ,I z + 6-‘Y II”) 
for arbitrary X, Y, Z in W, . 
(3.2.3) 
PROOF. Rewrite (3.2.2), thus, 
2!P = 6 11 z + WY (12 + (AY, Y) -- 6-l 11 Y 112 
+ 2 1,’ (WX), X> da 
0 
A 6( Y, H(X)) + 6 I’ (G(oY), Y) d”i . (3.2.4) 
0 
Since A is symmetric we have from Lemma 5 that 
so that 
CAY, Y) 3 6, II Y II2 
(AY, Y) - 6-l Ij Y )I2 >, (6, --- S-l) 11 Y I/* 
with the coefficient (6, - S-r) >. 0, in view of (3.2.1). 
It remains now to prove that 
Yy, 3 
i 
’ (H(oX), X) d CT 
0 
+- 6( Y, H(X)) + 6 j’ <G(uY), Y> do 2 8, 11 X Ii* 
0 
(3.2.5) 
for arbitrary X, Y in 9&. ‘The terms making up Yr are of the same form 
as those malting up -0, (see (2.1.4)), and so a lower bound can be estimated 
for Yr in the same way as for R, in Section 2.1. We have, for instance, that 
8 J’ (G(uY>, V du + a(Y, W-V) 
’ =6J-.f ’ 4UAv2Y) Y,  Y>  T  2< Y,  WW) do, do, 0 0 
' = 6 
J-l 
' q(ll I;-' + f;"*H(X) II' - II f,-""H(X) II"> 4 do?, 
0 0 
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where J, = ]g(urusY). Hence 
Yl > 6 !f’ 6-‘(H(uX), X) do - 
'0 
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(3.2.6) 
By using the arguments of Section 2.1 the expression on the right-hand side 
of (3.2.6) can be shown equal to 
x do, do, do, du4 , 
where I is the identity n x n matrix. 
To estimate the scalar product term in the integrand in Ya we observe that 
the matrices Jh(u3uaX) and &-‘I - Jh(uaX) J;l(uruaY) commute and are 
symmetric, since J,,(usu4X), J,,(usX), J,(uruaY) are symmetric and pairwise 
commutative. Hence a lower bound estimate for this scalar product term can 
be obtained by the use of Lemma 5 if suitable lower bound estimates were 
available for the eigenvalues of the component matrices 
JdvJh PI - J*(d) mJl%~). (3.2.7) 
With respect to the former of these two matrices we have, from hypothesis 
(ii) of Theorem 2, that 
wh(%~4~)) 2 6, > 0 (i --: 1, 2 ,...( n). (3.2.8) 
With respect to the other matrix in (3.2.7) observe first of all that 
w;‘) < 8;’ (i = 1, 2,..., n) 
since each A&/,) > 6, . Hence, by Lemma 5, the eigenvalues 
whbaqL3v2 n (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) 
of ]h(uaX)]~l(uluaY) must satisfy 
uL(%x) l;1(v2yY)) d VG’ (i = 1, 2 )..., n), 
in view of hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2. Thus, if pi (i = I, 2,..., n) denote 
the eigenvalues of the second matrix in (3.2.7) then 
(3.2.9) 
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by (3.2. I). Because of (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) we have, from I,emmas 5 and 6, that 
/{SPI .... J,(u,,.Y) J;‘(u,crJ); J,&(qJ,.Y) x, s; 3 6, I x I ” 
with 6, --: 8,(6-r - I;&‘) . . 0. Hcncc 
u,u:, da, do, do, do,, 
Since YI > !P, , we have therefore proved (3.2.5), and the verification of the 
lemma is now complete. 
Next we have, subject to the conditions of Theorem 2, that 
LEMMA 8. There is a constant A,, > 0 whose mapitude depends only on 
6, , S, and 6, such that zf the constant 6, in (1.3.5) satisfies 6, < A,, then, for 
anysoZutionX(t)of (I.I.I), the timederivative Y!‘of F(t) ---i Y(X(t), x(t), x(t) 
satisfies 
9 < - S,(!! x 12 -I- I! .8 I”) 
+ S,[e,(t){il 8 1’ + 11 2 ,I’}*” + e&t){1 .‘Z 1” + ,I X !12}~‘6’-‘), (3.2.10) 
where 6, ;> 0, 6, > 0 are constants whose magnitudes depend only on 6, , 6, , 
S 3, and A. 
PROOF. The terms in Y(t) arising from the integral terms in (3.2.2) can 
be shown, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2 to have the following deriva- 
tives 
1 j:, (H(d), X) do 1 (H(X), ri) 
$ j’ (I, J$ du = (G(z), 8). 
II 
The differentiation of the other terms presents no difficulty whatever. The 
various results, when combined with the fact that 
r? .= - Ax - G$) .- H(X) -+ qt, x, $ x), 
lead, after due simplification, to the following estimate: 
!/’ = - {(G(z), 2) - S(J,(X) Jt, z)} 
00 - {S(Az, 8) - 11 2 ;I”> i-- (8 + ST?, Z’(t, X, /‘i, 2)). (3.2.11) 
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By Lemma 5, and in view of hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2, 
KLb(X) XJf’) d 662 II 2 II*. 
Also, by (2.1.5), 
(C(x), Yt) = 1’ (J,(d) x, 2) do, 
0 
and thus, since hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2 and Lemma 5 imply that 
u@o, 2) 2 6, II 22 112, 
we have at once that 
G(J=$z> 3 4 II k II*. 
Hence 
(G(x), 8) - KL(X) X2) 3 (6, - %) II ~2 II*, (3.2.12) 
with the coefficient 6, - 68, positive by (3.2.1). 
Next, since 
in view of Lemma 5 and the definition of S, , we have that 
S(AX, X) - 113% 1)’ > (66, - 1) 11 X I/* (3.2.13) 
with the coefficient 66, - 1 here once again being positive because of (3.2.1). 
As for the last term in (3.2.11) we have that 
1 (k A- sx, P(t, x, 8, X)) 1 < 11 x + sx I/ * :I P(f, x, 8,X) 11 
< S,,(l/ 8 I/* .i 11 X II*)*/* 11 P(t, X, Xi, X) I/ , 
where 6,s > 0 is a constant whose magnitude depends only on 6. Hence, by 
hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 2, 
; (8 + 8% p> I < &,(I1 k II2 + II x ll*y’* [O, + &(I1 2 II2 + II x iI*)‘“] 
+ ~,,4)(11 k I;* t II 2 II”). 
On combining this last estimate with (3.2.1 I), (3.2.12) and (3.2.13) we have 
that 
P Q -{(h - 662) II 22 II2 + (Q - 1) II x Ii”} + &+4J(ll x II2 i- II x II”) 
+- s,o(qq [II 2 II2 + II x 11’1’ + e,(t) [II 2 II2 + II 8 Il*]+(“+l)}. 
Let A, be now fixed by 
do = 4 8;: min (6, - 66, ,S6, - l} > 0. 
409118/3-2 
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‘rhen, for 6, < d, , we shall have from the above inequality for $’ that 
q < &I( j! .C 1” ,Y 1’“) 
-t- s,,{e,( , *t 2 : g I’)‘~’ O,(I .f 2 ‘1-P ,jz):(Yil,), 
where 
so that (3.2.10) is true for the choice of d, given above. 
3.3. The actual proof of Theorem 2. Let X(t) be any solution of (1.1.1) 
satisfying the initial conditions (1.3.6), where X,, , Y,, , Z,, are arbitrary 
vectors in 9?n , and let K be any constant in the range 1 < k < 2. Set 
Y(t) - Y(X(t), x(t), X(t)). 
We shall show that if 6, < d,, , d, here being the constant in Lemma 8, then 
Y(t) < /Y**(o) + s,, J-1 [e;(T) + ey-“‘-y7)] chi2 %‘) tao (3.3.1) 
for some constant a,, > 0. In view of the estimate (3.2.3) in Lemma 7 this 
will imply (1.3.7), so that the theorem will be proved. 
Assume now that 6, < d, . Then, by Lemma 8, !?’ satisfies (3.2.10). Bj 
using arguments similar to those in [8; Section 2.11 it is easy to show from 
(3.2.10) that 
9 < S,,(ll x !j* + 1; x pp {t?;(t) A ep-)-‘(t)] (3.3.2) 
for some constant 6,s > 0 whose magnitude depends only on S, and 6,. It is 
clear from (3.2.3) that 
Y(t) > &(I’ x j;* 11 x $2) 
for some constant a,, > 0. Hence (3.3.2) implies also that there is a constant 
a,, > 0 such that 
P < s15Y’1+){e;(t) + ep-“qt)). 
By substituting Y = Yilx in the above inequality and then integrating the 
resulting differential inequality in Ys one obtains quite readily (3.3.1) with 
a,, = a,,), and the Theorem then follows as pointed out earlier. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
4.1. A preliminary result. We require here an additional result for H. 
LEMMA 9. Subject to OUT conditions on j,,(X), 
6, II X - Y I! < II H(X) - WY) II d sz II X - Y :I (4.1.1) 
for all X, Y in Bn . 
PROOF. Our starting point is the result: 
H(X) - H(Y) = f Jh(uX + (1 - u) Y) (X - Y) da, (4.1.2) 
0 
which follows on integrating the identity 
2 H(uX + (1 - u) Y) = Jh(ux + (I - u) Y) (x - Y) 
over the interval 0 < u < 1. Since Jr, is symmetric there exists an orthogonal 
matrix 0 such that ],, = O’TO, where the prime here denotes a transpose and 
T .= diag (WJJ, WA..., LUd). 
Now put 2 = 0(X - Y). Then, 0’ being orthogonal, we have that 
11 ],,(uX -I- (1 - u) Y) (X - Y) ;I = II TZ II = ($ &YL) zit)“‘, (4.1.3) 
where (zr , ze ,..., z,,) are the components of 2. 
Since 6, < Ai < 6, (i = 1, 2,..., n) it is clear from (4.1.3) that 
6, II 2 II < !I Jh(UX + (1 - 4 Y) (X - Y) II < 6, II z II - 
Thus, since 
1: 2 11 = 11 0(X - Y) 11 = 11 x - Y (I 
by virtue of the orthogonality of 0, we have that 
83 II x - Y II ,( II .Jh(UX + (1 - u) Y) (X - Y) II < 6, II x - Y II, (4.1.4) 
and (4.1.1) follows at once on combining (4.1.4) with (4.1.2). 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 3. Assume that the constant 6, in (1.3.5) satisfies 
So < d, where d,, is the constant in Lemma 8. Let X(t) be any solution of 
(1.1.1) and set Y-‘(t) = Y’(X(t), -v(t), ‘q(t)). ‘I-hen, as we have seen earlier p 
satisfies (3.2.10). Integrating both sides of (3.2.10) leads to the inequality 
Y(t) < Y(0) -- 6s f’ X’(T) do ;. 6, IL {O,(T) x(~) .- O,(T) xa”‘(~)} d7, 
‘0 0 
where we have set 
and since Y .> 0, according to Lemma 7, this gives in turn that 
43 I 1 X”(~) d7 < Y(0) $- 6, j-1 {O,(T) ~(7) + O,(T) x’=+“(7)} d7. (4.2.1) 
But, by the Corollary to Theorem 2, there is a constant da (0 < da < ~0) 
such that 
/I x 112 + (I x 112 c !) x 12 < L122, t 3 0. (4.2.2) 
Thus, in particular, X”(t) < A,? < co for all t 3 0, and then also, by (4.2.1) 
-00 
J X”(T) dr < co. 0 
(4.2.3) 
We further have from the result 
&2(t) = 2{(k, 8) + (8, X)} 
= 2{(8, T?) - (8, AX + G(X) + H(X) - P(t, X, 2, x))}, 
on making use of (4.2.2) and our various hypotheses on G, H, and P, that 
$x2(t) = O(1) as t-+cz3. (4.2.4) 
By using quite standard arguments (see, for example [l 1; p. 2731) it is a 
straightforward matter to show from (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) that 
x’(t) - 0 as t-+03, 
that is, in view of our definition of x2, 
1) X(t) 112 + I! X(2) p-+ 0 as t+a3. (4.2.5) 
It remains now to prove that 
IIJJt) II-to as t-co. (4.2.6) 
To establish this it will be enough to show that 
II H(W)) II -+ 0 as t4xc; (4.2.7) 
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for, by (4.1.1) with Y = 0, (j H(X) (( 2 S, I( X I! , so that (4.2.7) necessarily 
implies (4.2.6). 
Our method for the proof of (4.2.7) is a straightforward adaptation of 
certain arguments in [8; Section 2.21. The starting point is the equation 
0 = -{x + AX + G(x) + N(X)} + P(t, X, 8,8) 
from which on integrating from t to 1 + 1, we obtain that 
f-&Y(t)) = -{[&t + 1) - X((t)] - A[X(t + 1) - X(t)]} - ,:+l G@(T)) & 
+ ,:+l (H(X(t)) - H(X(T))} dT + ,I+, P(T, X(T), X(T), X(T)) A. 
(4.2.8) 
Now, by (4.1.1), 
I/ fqX(4) - fvb)) II < 6, II -w - X(7) II; 
so that, since 
< i,:” 11 x(T) II2 dT/1’2 
we have that 
IIS 
t+1 {H(X(t)) - H(X(T))) dT /j< 62 ,,T$‘+l 11z(T) 11 = o(l), (4.2.9) t 
as t-+ 03, by (4.2.5). 
Next, since 
we have, from (1.3.5), that 
I/ 1:’ p(T, x(T), 2(T), x(T) & 11 < ,:,’ {e,(T) + e,(T) X-‘(T) + &IX+))” dT 
I 
t+1 
<3 {h2(T) + e,z(T) X”(T) t 
+ ‘-%x’(T)) h- (4.2.10) 
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But, according to (1.3.9) and (4.2.2), there are constants & , & such that 
0 d ei(c> <PI (i = 1,2), X’(f) ,< B2 (t b 0). 
Hence the expression on the right-hand side of (4.2.10) cannot exceed 
d /$ [‘+I {e,(f) + 4(T) + X’(T)} k, (4.2.11) 
where /?a = 3 max (j$ , &~2~, S,,p2). In view of the integrability conditions 
on 6, and x in (1.3.9) and (4.2.3), respectively, it is evident that the integral 
(4.2.11) tends to zero as t + 03. Hence, on combining the various estimates 
for I\ ,:,I P dr 11 we have that 
(1 jtTl P(T, X(T), x(T), X(T)) dT /( = o( 1) as t+co. (4.2.12) 
t 
It remains now only to point out that 
11 j’+’ G@(T)) dr 1/ = o(l), as L--+00, 
t 
(4.2.13) 
in view of (4.2.5) and the fact that G is continuous and satisfies G(0) = 0; 
and the result (4.2.7) is then in sight. For by (4.2.5) the terms in the first pair 
of curly brackets on the right-hand side of (4.2.8) tend to zero as t -+ co; 
and by (4.2.91, (4.2.12), and (4.2.13) each of the remaining terms also tends 
to zero. This completes our verification of Theorem 3. 
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